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I am Overcrowded

AMSTERDAM CASE STUDY

How Amsterdam is working

to tackle over tourism.

Amsterdam in Numbers

“Every day throngs of tourists pass by my window. The

weekend now starts on Thursday afternoon; the

screaming and shouting of tourists boozing it up is

deafening. And the rubbish they leave behind!”

The chemist, the fishmonger, the hairdresser and the

shoe shop have all disappeared

“The atmosphere in the neighbourhood is very different

now shops for local people have been replaced by

shops that cater solely to tourists. It makes you feel like

a visitor in your own neighbourhood. Even the tourists

have started to complain now – because all they get to

see is other tourists.”

Live Lines: Amsterdam as an amusement park

Great example of focus on experiences and optimised product experience.

It's interesting to look at what real-time data you could tap into and conduct an

exploratory research to see the potential that can be harnessed. Fascinating data

can come from attractions, hotels, airports, transportation providers, beacons and

even people.

Of course, it is important to consider here, will Google do it better? However,

thinking outside of the box and re-focusing on the core branding and marketing

remit, a website could, for example, use heat mapping to show how to 'avoid the

hot-spots' and discover hidden gems or the best times to visit attractions when

nobody else is there.

Using data and technology to transform the visitor experience can be hugely

ambitious and very quickly become a distraction from the core remit of what you do

day-to-day.

Look at which companies and start-ups are the real champions and heroes in this

field and invite them for exploratory mash-up sessions. Companies like City Mapper

could prove great ideation and prototyping partners.

Look at Real Time Data

Don't do it alone

650 hotels 40,752 hotel rooms

1,515 cafés

44 museums

55 theatres & concert halls

>400km cyclepaths

847,000 bicycles

6 universities

1,325 restaurants

180 nationalities

>2700 international companies

1,100 start-ups

850,000 inhabitants

2,3 million in area

15,000 New inhabitants

140 new international companies

€138 Expenditure per day (leisure)

€237 Expenditure per day (business)

13,8 million hotel overnights

€ 45,000,000 City tax 2015

18,000,000 visitors

11 million international visitors

5128 business

events/conventios

1,114,569 visitors days

What Amsterdam is up to
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Tourist tax

50% is a repeat

visitor (approx 35%

of all international

� is a repeat visitor

and 65% of all

domestic visitors)

The

city gets a

mark of 8.4

from visitors

At the

moment, out of all

international

visitors visiting the

city, 25% of them

also visits the

Amsterdam Area

7 million domestic
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Amsterdammers v tourists: 'It's worst when they throw up in your plant box'

A decade ago Amsterdam pumped money into tourism to recover from the global financial crisis but - even as the city bans 'beer

bikes' - can it be saved from a monster industry of its own making?

Major

highlights in

the city are...

Canal

District (5

million

visitors)
Red Light

District (3

million)

Van Gogh

Museum

(2,2

million)

Rijksmuseum

(2,1 million)

Anne

Frank

House (1,7

million)

Current

average

length of stay

is 3,9 nights

Challenge to guide people to new
places and locations, especially
outside the city centre.

1) Manage the reputation by branding,

marketing, welcoming and guiding inhabitants,

businesses and visitors throughout the

Metropolitan Area // Get the right image out of

Amsterdam to attract the right type of visitors.

2) Optimise the customer journey of visitors, by

guiding them more personal, with more relevant

and actual data and assistance.

3) Downsize or prevent nuisance: Enjoy &

Respect campaign, with a focus on young males

from Holland & UK, to create more awareness

about what is and isn’t allowed in Amsterdam.

50,000 users in total, 70% have

been influenced by the data (50%

visited the museum of their choice

on another moment + 20% have

visited another museum/attraction

instead.

Measuring the results via

online survey, face to face

survey, social media survey

Communication: via

iamsterdam.com (22 million visitors

per year), social media (Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter together 1.5

followers), magazines, in

iAmsterdam Stores (1.5 million

visitors per year) + press release

and newsletter to 1,100 partners

about the new service.

Some attractions wouldn't say the

actual waiting time was 2 or even 3

hours. However, now that there are

data and cooperation with partners,

the reach increased massively and

consumers/visitors wanting to get

the most out of their stay can

manage their time easily.

In close collaboration with the City,

working on the addition of other types of

data (parking spots, amount of share

bikes, heat-maps, camera’s and also

waiting times at popular locations).

Relatively small city (220km2)

Overcrowding is not
only a tourism issue

13,000 new inhabitants every year

...

It was a great pilot and experiment

to create more awareness

amongst visitors and partners and

to manage and optimise

experiences.

Visitors want to make the most of their
time and residents wish they could live

their day without any trouble...

Overcrowding has an impact on both.
What are your thoughts about it?

Google uses data and
monitoring to provide
viewers with more
reliable and complete
information

Destination can
improve the visitor
experience developing
tools like this. on
their own platforms
and website.


